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Among barriers to adaptation, the lack of useful and

understandable climate information is regularly emphasized.

Many initiatives to implement climate services have emerged in

recent years to respond to this need.

My PhD project has a multidisciplinary nature and aims to

understand whether, and if so in which ways, climate services may

represent a step towards the development of adaptation strategies

at the local level.

This poster presents an overview of a case study from South Africa.
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Research focus

Data collection

Better understanding on some remaining questions:

To what extent is climate information useful for decision-making?

 Which actors, institutions, information (//knowledge

systems) are relevant?

 Which tools are appropriate to construct and disseminate the

information (co-production, communication, accessibility)?

 What drives behavior change?

Expected outcomes

 Understanding of contextual factors forging social vulnerability to CC

 Interactions between all actors involved in building climate services

 What is considered as ‘relevant’ information and how it is being used

 Communication structures to disseminate the information

Research

Center

Policy makers

(administration)

Final beneficiairies

(municipalities, farmers…)• South Africa – province of Western Cape

The general case of the Climate System Analysis group –

CSAG (University of Cape Town)

 The particular case of the SmartAgri Project

Survey and semi-

structured interviews

to conduct on climate

services providers and

end-users (policy level)

• Other case studies will be identified and integrated into the

research.

The case of CSAG

• The Climate System Analysis Group (CSAG) is an example of climate

service in a developing country. Research involves climate modelling,

and applied climate analysis with multidisciplinary elements of

vulnerability, impacts and adaptation science. One of the key product is

downscaled projections for Africa and Asia, integrated in the Climate

Information Platform (CPI) interface.

• They are involved with numerous collaborations:

 CORDEX for Africa (CO-ordinated Regional Downscaling

Experiment to improve regional climate projections)

 International aid agencies (USAID, World Bank, UNDP…)

 Western Cape government (climate plan, training, workshop …)

• CSAG is important as it provides information that usually doesn’t exist in

Africa. A close network and “champions” for climate in this

network were key elements to all collaborations.

• However, information only is not enough ! The extent to which the

information is used is unknown. Monitoring and evaluation appears

to be a weakness.


